EVOLUTION by HARO®
A fresh take on WC seat design

EVOLUTION – enhanced development of an industry leading
SoftClose® product is an apt description for this new Award
Winning series of toilet seats. Our market leading SoftClose®
technology has been re-dimensioned for the EVOLUTION series
to create an unprecedented, flat design which still offers the
highest comfort, practicality and reliability.
The EVO model is the epitome of playful simplicity. Ultra purist and
elegant this is a timeless toilet seat for lovers of aesthetics and as
with all models in the series offers maximum seating comfort.
A dynamic and distinctive look adds an element of surprise to the
ERA

model.

Clear

surfaces

and

precisely

drawn

lines

characterise this reinvention of the classic design.
Both models have already been awarded with the coveted red dot
design award as well as with the PlusX award in the categories
"Design" and "High Quality".
The series is perfectly complemented by the third model EOX.
This modern D-Shape fascinates by its extremely low profile
showing character and leaving a lasting impression with its
striking linearity.
Despite the reduced forms the EVOLUTION series features our
SoftClose® system and our patented TakeOff® hinge allowing
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removal in one simple action for easy cleaning.

EVOLUTION Series – The EVO, ERA and EOX models are the essence of the WC seat design
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Hamberger Sanitary GmbH based in Rohrdorf near Rosenheim is now the largest manufacturer of
toilet seats in Europe. Hamberger has been manufacturing toilet seats since 1912. The fact that the
company develops its own designs, uses its own established hinge technology and operates a
global logistics network forms the basis for its success. The company was established back in
1866 and is now managed in the fourth and fifth generation by Peter Hamberger and his son Dr
Peter Hamberger. The company has constantly acquired new shares of the market and is now the
largest manufacturer of duroplast toilet seats anywhere in the world. Around 50% of its products
are exported to more than 50 different countries throughout the world. Further information is
available at www.hamberger-sanitary.com

